ANALYST TRACK

“I want to solve relevant business challenges with data to add value.”

The Analyst uses Celonis to:
- Translate data into actionable insights and pitch findings to the management
- Work with the business to create/refine target-oriented analyses
- Support the business with the set up of all Celonis applications
- Trigger process improvement initiatives
- Realize value identified with Celonis
- Have a single source of truth for process matters

Recommended Know-How:
- Process knowledge & business expertise
- Basic knowledge of underlying data structure

Skills Profile:
- Business
- Analytical
- SQL

Celonis Applications:
- Transformation Center
- Process Analytics
- Action Engine
- App Store
ANALYST: COURSE OVERVIEW

LEARNING OBJECTIVES – After this track you will be able to:

- Understand process visualization to get a 100% transparent view on your process.
- Apply basic filters to do Process Discovery and to identify drivers for deviations.
- Apply advanced analysis filters and know everything about Process Discovery.
- Build basic and advanced analyses from scratch and customize exiting ones.
- Communicate and pitch business findings.
- Set up & configure the Action Engine and Transformation Center.
- Understand how to realize the value identified with Celonis
- Identify and quantify process improvement opportunities.